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Child Custody Services in Maryland & Washington, DC
We protect what you value most. When children are involved, divorce often 
becomes more complicated — which is why having the right child custody lawyers 
in your corner is so important. At Andalman & Flynn, we fight to protect your best 
interests during this difficult time so you can focus on supporting your children 
and creating a better life.

We take child custody and visitation very seriously. We understand the deep 
emotional needs a family has, and we always prioritize the child’s emotional health 
in every child custody case we handle. We strive to create equitable solutions that 
allow both parents to work cooperatively for the sake of their child.

When litigation in court is your only recourse, you can rely on our superior legal 
acumen and zealous defense of your rights.

We serve Silver Spring and the surrounding communities in Montgomery County, 
including Gaithersburg, Rockville, Chevy Chase, Bethesda, Olney, and Potomac.

Understanding the Ins and Outs of Child Custody
In Maryland and Washington, DC, child custody is divided into two areas: legal 
and physical.

• Physical Custody refers primarily to with whom the child lives. Physical 
custody also means this parent will be obligated to care for the child’s 
physical, emotional, and social needs, such as providing adequate food, 
shelter, community involvement, school transportation, etc.

• Legal Custody refers to the right to make decisions regarding the rearing of the 
child. This includes choices in education, religion and non-emergency healthcare.

There are also many types of custody arrangements, including:

• Alternating: The parents alternate having sole physical and legal custody.

• Shared: The parents share legal custody, but alternate physical custody.

• Joint: Both parents have simultaneous physical and legal custody.

• Sole: One parent alone has physical and legal custody.

• Split: Parents each have full, sole custody over certain children in the marriage.

Introduction
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By: Mary Ellen Flynn, Esquire

At the beginning of a divorce process, preparing yourself for child custody 
issues can seem daunting and scary.
How child custody is decided and how it works is likely new to you, and, unfortunately, there are 
widespread misconceptions about it. This blog debunks five common myths and misconceptions 
about child custody, so you have the correct information and access to more.

Myth #1: “Custody Disputes Always Go to Court”
People often assume that going to trial is the only and unavoidable way to set up child custody 
when the parties don’t immediately agree. While many custody disputes end up in litigation, 
parents also have other options to resolve the issues outside of the courtroom. In fact, judges 
and divorce attorneys often encourage parties to give the alternatives their best effort, 
since many parents would prefer to decide together on what happens with their children, 
when possible, instead of leaving such decisions to a Judge. These options include informal 
negotiations, mediation, and the collaborative law process, which you can learn more about on 
our website.

Debunking Common Myths and  
Misconceptions About Child Custody
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Myth #2: “The Mother Always Wins Custody”
One of the most common misconceptions about child custody is that the mother is automatically 
favored or more likely to win. There is no law for such bias or preference towards mothers 
retaining custody. Instead, child custody is decided based on the child’s best interests. 
Determining a child’s best interest takes into account several factors, including which parent has 
been the child’s “primary caregiver,” meaning which parent (if either) did most of the caregiving 
tasks for the child (i.e., feeding, bathing, taking them to school and the doctors). Although more 
mothers may have traditionally filled such roles in the past, Courts recognize that times have 
changed, and there is no legal presumption for that to be the case today. Even if there is a parent 
who has historically been the primary caregiver, some courts also recognize that the roles of a 
family evolve after divorce and that the other parent should have the chance to show they can 
step up into duties they didn’t take on before. With this in mind, there is a notable trend towards 
more equal custody arrangements. Depending on the case, some courts will find that what’s in 
the child’s “best interest” is substantial, meaningful time with each of their parents.

Myth #3: “If My Child is Old 
Enough, They Will be Able to 
Decide Custody”
Some judges may consider a child’s opinion 
if the child is old enough to make a rational 
decision and if allowed by law. However, 
even when allowed and no matter how 
close the child is to 18, the child’s opinion 
is never the ultimate decision or only 
factor considered. Custody decisions are 
based on the best interests of the child, 
and that simply cannot be decided by 
the child alone. The court will consider 
all the circumstances affecting the child’s 
best interest, including the basis for the 
child’s opinion and ensuring it is not simply 
to be in a home with fewer rules. With 
good reason, judges tend to be hesitant 
to involve children in the messy divorce 
process at all, preferring to leave them 
out of their parents’ disputes and away 
from any situation where they could be 
pressured to pick a side.

A family law 
attorney can answer 

your questions, 
debunk the harmful 
myths, and give you 
the legal advice you 

need to navigate 
the custody process 

with clarity and 
understanding.
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Myth #4: “The Custodial Parent Can Move Away with the  
Children Anytime”
After the court enters an order on custody, both parents must follow that order unless it is 
modified or until the children reach 18. For the custodial parent, this means ensuring that the 
other parent has access to the parenting time provided to them in that custody order. If, for 
example, the custodial parent wants to move so far away that it would be impossible or very 
difficult for the secondary parent to have their scheduled access with the child, then that move 
would violate the order. Before doing so and in order to avoid being found in contempt, the 
custodial parent will need to seek a modification of the order with their new residence in mind. If 
and how a modification is granted is, again, based on the best interests of the children.

Myth #5: “If a Parent is Behind 
on Child Support, Then They 
Don’t Get Visitation”
Not only is this misconception all too 
common, but it can also be very damaging to 
the parents who believe it. Regardless of how 
much child support you are owed, do not take 
it upon yourself to withhold your child from 
their other parent. Doing so is a violation of 
the court’s custody order and can be seen as 
you interfering with the other parent’s custody 
or attempting to alienate them from the child, 
which are serious offenses that can come back 
around to affect your own custody rights. If 
you are owed child support, tell your attorney 
or seek other legal counsel. A family law 
attorney can help you collect the money you 
are owed and, if needed, involve the court to 
enforce child support payments.

The above are just some of the prevalent 
misconceptions about child custody, but many 
more are out there. A family law attorney can 
answer your questions, debunk the harmful 
myths, and give you the legal advice you need 
to navigate the custody process with clarity 
and understanding.
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By Nelson A. Garcia, Esquire

In any situation where there is a separation of the parents, the question of Child 
Custody becomes vitally important and it is very good for each parent to know 
the various forms it can take.

Types of Custody. 
There are two main types of custody in Maryland and the District of Columbia with different versions 
of each one: 

i) Physical Custody - refers to which parent the child resides with and making decisions about his 
or her everyday needs while with each parent. 

ii) Legal Custody - involves the right to make long-term plans and decisions for education, 
religious training, discipline, non-emergency medical care, and other matters of major 
significance concerning the child’s welfare.

In addition, there are two types of Court Ordered Custody:

i) Temporary Custody - Temporary custody is also called pendente lite, meaning “pending 
the litigation.” A Pendente Lite order is issued at the beginning of a case and is often used to 
“preserve the status quo.” It’s important to remember that these Pendente Lite child custody 
orders are temporary and remain in effect until the actual custody trial and must be requested in 
your initial complaint; and

ii) Final Custody Order - issued at the final trial (custody in certain courts like Montgomery County, 
Maryland is set separately in a divorce case from the merits or final trial on the property/divorce issues).

The court may award sole or shared physical custody and sole or joint legal custody, including that 
it may and often does award joint legal custody while awarding to one party sole physical custody 
while awarding the other party visitation or “access.” Although shared physical and sole legal 
custody may also be awarded, it’s rarely the case. In joint legal custody, the parents work together 
to share care and control of the upbringing of the child, even if the child has only one primary 
residence. Additionally, as part of joint legal custody, one parent may be given “tie-breaking” 
authority (the final word in cases of disagreement), or each parent may have certain areas of 
decision-making authority.

Physical Child Custody, whether sole or shared, is defined by the number of overnights the child 
is spending in respective households and not simply hours of visitation. In Maryland, for physical 
custody to be “shared” both parents have at least a minimum of 93 overnight visitations (or roughly 
25% of the year) and in DC, each parent must have at least 128 overnights.. The more overnights a 
child spends with a parent beyond this threshold, the less their child support obligation as well as 
the more parenting time they receive credit for.

Different Types of Physical and Legal Custody  
in Maryland and the District of Columbia
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Types of Visitation. 
i) Unsupervised Visitation: This is the most common type of visitation, in which parents are 

generally permitted to take their children to their own homes or on an outing during their 
scheduled visitation. Occasionally, limitations are specified in advance. For example, if a mother 
is breastfeeding, the non-custodial parent may be asked to visit the child at the mother’s home 
until the baby can take a bottle. 

 ii) Supervised Visitation: In some cases, the courts will order supervised visitation, which means 
that another responsible adult must be present for the visit. The courts may allow the non-
custodial parent to select an individual, such as a grandparent or family friend, to serve as the 
supervisor. In other cases, an appointed social worker or court-ordered designee can supervise 
interactions. 

iii) Virtual visitation: Virtual visitation typically takes place using video-conferencing technology. 
While not ideal as the only mode of visitation, virtual visits can provide a sense of continuity 
when parents and children live far apart or in-person visits are infrequent. 
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The Best Interest of the Child. In Maryland and the District of Columbia, custody is determined 
according to the “Best Interest of the Child” Standard. In determining the “best interest” of the 
child, and invariably which of the above forms/combinations of physical and legal custody would 
be in the child’s best interest, the Court must look at various factors. Those factors include, but 
are not limited to, the following:
• Fitness of parents;
• Character and reputation of the parties;
• Requests of each parent and the sincerity 

of the requests;
• Any agreements between the parties;
• Willingness of parties to share custody;
• Each party’s ability to maintain the child’s 

relationship with the other parent, other 
family members, and others who may 
affect the child’s best interests;

• The age and number of children each 
parent has in the household;

• Preference of the child, when a child is of 
sufficient age;

• Capacity of the parents to communicate 
and to reach shared decisions affecting 
the child’s welfare.

• Geographic proximity of the parents’ 
residences and opportunity for time with 
each parent;

• Ability of each party to maintain a stable 
and appropriate home for the child;

• Financial status of the parties;
• Demands of parental employment and 

opportunities for time with the child;
• Age, health, and sex of the child;
• Relationship established between the child 

and each parent;
• Whether there was a prior voluntary 

abandonment or surrender of custody of 
the child;

• Potential disruption of child’s social and 
school life;

• Any other consideration the court 
determines is relevant to the best interest 
of the child.

The overriding factor regarding Legal Custody. It is very important to note that although 
the Court is to consider all relevant factors in determining both physical and legal custody, 
the capacity of the parents to communicate and to reach shared decisions affecting the child’s 
welfare is the most important factor in the determination of whether an award of joint legal 
custody is appropriate. In cases where one parent is abusive or has ended communication, it is 
quite possible to convince the court that it’s in the best interest of your child for you to have sole 
legal custody. 

One of the most rewarding aspects of being a Family Law Attorney is educating my clients 
about how to best present their case, whether for settlement or trial. But although the contested 
custody process can be tough, it doesn’t always have to involve stressful, expensive litigation, 
and the overwhelming majority of my custody cases settle. Whether children are minors or 
adults, children benefit when their parents can settle their differences.

I know how complex and sensitive matters involving divorce and children can be. If you have questions 
or need compassionate legal guidance about a child custody matter, please contact me today.
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By: Mary Ellen Flynn, Esquire

Through my years of experience as a family law attorney and as a court-
appointed “Best Interest Attorney” for children of high-conflict custody 
cases, I have seen first-hand the negative impact a custody case can have  
on a child if parents don’t put their children’s needs first. 
Parents will seriously harm their child’s emotional development if they treat the child as a pawn and 
put them in the middle of their fighting. It is far better for a child’s well-being that parents resolve 
custody issues even before announcing their impending separation and divorce to their children. 

When it’s time to tell your child about your upcoming separation and divorce, you and the other 
parent should announce your decision together. Parenting experts suggest that the parents 
agree on a narrative of why they are separating and don’t blame one parent for the break-up of 
the marriage. It would be best to tell your children that it was your joint decision to separate and 
that they are not at fault. You should also assure your children that both of you love them and will 
remain actively involved in their lives. It is also best to work out the children’s schedule between 
the two new homes before announcing your impending separation. 

Encourage your children to open up to you and your estranged spouse with any concerns, 
fears, worries, or questions that they have. It is important to remember that your child may 
first be in shock and that as the shock wears off, they will have many questions. Therefore, be 
available and present so that your child can ask questions and discuss their worries and fears as 
time goes by. 

Do not discuss your estranged spouse’s 
faults or any disagreements that you’re 
having with your estranged spouse with 
your children. Keep all negativity away 
from your children to reduce the amount of 
stress you cause them. When in doubt, err 
on the side of caution and vent to a friend 
or your therapist. Your children should not 
be involved at all in adult matters.

Your children need support from both 
parents, so do your best to talk with 
your children together and in a healthy 
way that creates a new family unit where 
the participants are the same, but the 
surroundings change. When you and your 
spouse separate, spend some time with 

Children and Divorce: 
How to Tell Them and What They Need to Know

With both  
parents’ support, 

your children  
will be able to  
get through an 
emotional, and  
difficult time.
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your children in their new home with the other parent and make sure that they have the things 
that will make them comfortable at both houses. This is almost always the most challenging 
aspect of divorce but remember, as parents, you need to find a way to get along for your 
children’s sake, and this is the first step in showing your children they will be fine and the new 
family unit is their new normal. 

Kids are very resilient and flexible and can adapt well to change but remain consistent. 
Although you are separated or divorced, it is as important as before, if not more important, that 
the two of you are in agreement about discipline, expectations, and communications. Establish 
a means where you and your ex can communicate about the kids and make decisions about 
their best interests. Although it won’t be perfect, you have to find a way to talk. Consistency and 
routine will help your children establish their new normal and cope with the changes.

Get your children into therapy. There are many changes, questions, and emotions your 
children will go through. The reality is no matter how good your relationship is with your 
children, they will not share all of their feelings or concerns with you. Getting a therapist involved 
early in the process can help your children navigate the changes they will face and ensure that 
they positively come through the divorce.

With both parents’ support, honest sincerity, and working together, your children will be able to 
cope with the unfamiliar and get through what most find to be an emotional, difficult time.
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By: Mary Ellen Flynn, Esquire

For some, exchanging their children with an ex-spouse is as simple as a walk 
in the park; for others, it can be stressful, emotional, and toxic.
The last thing any parent should want is for their children to experience negative and tumultuous 
exchanges between their parents. This article provides turbulent ex-spouses with tips on 
ensuring a smooth and painless custody exchange.

Read and understand your custody agreement or order
If you and your ex-spouse have a custody agreement or court order precisely explaining what 
occurs during custody exchanges, read that document carefully and follow it with precision. 
Provisions addressing custody exchanges are there for a reason; therefore, if you fail to follow 
those provisions and there are negative consequences, you could get in trouble with the court. If 
you have difficulty understanding the terms of your custody agreement, consult with an attorney.

If your custody agreement is silent on specific provisions regarding exchanges, be sure to 
comply with all other aspects of the agreement and implement the tips below into your custody 
exchange routine.

Be. On. Time.
Timeliness seems to be a huge point of contention between ex-spouses. There is no reason to 
be late for a custody exchange. If you would not want your ex-spouse to be late because of your 
desire to have more time with your children, your ex-spouse shares those same feelings.

Being late creates unneeded tension and animosity, which your children do not need to 
experience.

If you are accidentally running late, give your ex-spouse a quick heads-up by calling or texting.

Enough Already! 5 Tips for Peaceful Custody 
Exchanges Between You and Your Ex-Spouse
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Exchange in a public setting or the presence of a third party
People are on their best behavior when they are in public, which is why a custody exchange in 
a public setting is an attractive option for contentious ex-spouses. This approach creates an 
environment for ex-spouses that encourages them to be on their best behavior, thus making for a 
more peaceful custody exchange in front of the children.

The same rule applies to a third-party’s presence. However, do not bring a new spouse or 
significant other because it will surely create even more unneeded tension. Instead, bring a third-
party that both you and your ex-spouse are familiar with and have a good relationship.

Drop-off and pick-up at child’s school or daycare
Suppose your custody agreement provides for in-person custody exchanges and is simply not 
working due to heightened emotions and tension. In this case, you and your ex-spouse can 
agree that exchanges occur strictly under the children’s school drop-off and pick-up schedule. 
One parent drops off the children at school or daycare while the other parent picks them up.

This solution completely avoids having to interact with your ex-spouse. However, if this exchange 
method is not in compliance with your current custody agreement, your ex-spouse must consent 
or speak with an attorney about making this solution possible.

Make sure to pack everything 
your child needs
To avoid future confrontation and tension, 
be sure to pack everything that your 
children need to spend overnight with the 
other parent. Remember to pack items such 
as medication, an inhaler, a security blanket 
or other important toys, schoolwork and 
study materials, sports equipment, or other 
apparel. Even if you innocently forget to 
pack these items, your ex-spouse will think 
that you forgot to pack them on purpose 
no matter what excused you make, so do 
yourself a favor and take special note to 
remember to pack these important items!

If you have questions or need 
compassionate legal guidance regarding a 
custody matter, please contact us.

The last thing  
any parent  

should want is  
for their children  

to experience 
negative and 
tumultuous 
exchanges  

between their 
parents.
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By: Mary Ellen Flynn, Esquire

All parents have to decide what camps, activities, and vacations their 
children will have during summer break. But for parents that are no longer 
together and share custody, these decisions can be a source of conflict and 
tension. These parents must consider their respective budgets and how a 
vacation or summer camp will impact the custody schedule. Here’s what you 
need to know to make your summer decisions as stress-free as possible.

Child Custody and Summer Travel:  
Here’s What You Need to Know
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If you have joint custody, then that means that before taking a vacation, you have to have some 
discussions to address the impact that summer vacation will have on the regular visitation 
schedule. 

You should first look for answers on how to address summer vacations in your separation or 
parenting plan agreement, or if you didn’t settle, then your Custody Order. Most agreements 
and Court Orders address summer vacations and travel.

If there is no agreement or court order that addresses summer vacations, you and the other 
parent will need to discuss and hopefully come to an agreement. One way to fairly decide on 
vacation plans is to enable each parent to have one or more weeks to go on vacation each 
summer with the children and take turns who goes first in choosing their vacation week. For 
example, Parent A gets to choose their week first in odd-numbered years, and in even-numbered 
years parent B gets to choose their week first.

Secondly, the parent not traveling with the child(ren) should know where their child(ren) will be 
and the itinerary, as well as the ability to have contact with their child(ren) while they’re traveling. 
Communication does not mean constant calling every day. But instead, calling once a day to 
say goodnight and check on the fun they are having is perfectly reasonable. Parents should 
also ensure that each parent has proper documents to ensure that the child(ren) can receive 
appropriate medical care in a medical emergency. 

Third, both parents should have some ground rules established. These should include decisions 
about whether you can travel out of state? Out of the country? Who else will be on vacation and 
around the child(ren)? What are agreed-upon acceptable activities? Can the children parasail? 
Skydive? Charter fishing on a boat? The parents should discuss these decisions in advance 
of vacations. Even a trip to the beach can involve your child(ren) asking, if not begging, to do 
activities they see others doing, from snorkeling 
to parasailing. Therefore, you and the other 
parent should discuss all types of activities and 
not assume what the other parent would approve. 

Lastly, it is vital that you and the other parent 
either have a court order or agreement 
addressing vacations before taking your child(ren) 
on vacation. Failure to do so can have a negative 
impact on you and can be the cause of a custody 
modification request. 

Remember, you do not have the option to decide 
on the fly to take your child(ren) somewhere. 
You must follow the appropriate steps before 
leaving. Taking a summer vacation is a great time 
to create memories with your children. Just be 
sure to comply with all custody agreements and 
court orders before traveling so that the vacations 
themselves don’t create conflict. 
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By: Amanda Vann, Esquire

People choose to move for various reasons, a new job, be closer to family, 
and financial hardships. Still, if you are co-parenting and have a custody 
and visitation schedule or court order that addresses custody, there are 
some things that you need to think about and consider before you move.
If your move would change your child’s daycare or school, you should notify the other parent 
and come up with a new parenting plan that addresses custody and visitation. If the two of you 
cannot reach an agreement on the changes to the custody schedule on your own, try attending 
mediation before filing in court.

1. Ultimately, if you two cannot reach an agreement, you will need to file in court to 
have the schedule and visitation schedule changed by a judge, and the judge will tell 
you when you can move and what the new schedule will be. It doesn’t always mean 
that you will remain the primary custodial parent because you had primary custody. In 
Maryland, the court will look at what is in the child’s best interest, so be very mindful of your 
reasons for seeking a move before you decide to take that next step.

Child Custody and Relocation:  
5 Essential Things to Know
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2. Before moving, discuss with the other parent any changes that will need to 
be made to schools or daycare that the child will be attending and any costs 
associated with enrollment into those schools. Remember that transitioning to a 
new school can impact your child’s mental health, so take the necessary steps to talk 
with your child together about any anxieties or fears they may have. Additionally, visit 
their new school together (if possible) and encourage your child to get involved in 
their new school to meet new friends.

3. Before moving, discuss with the other parent any new healthcare providers that 
you will need to have in place, such as a pediatrician, dentist, etc. It is crucial that 
you discuss the child’s healthcare coverage and take the steps necessary to ensure 
that the child continues to have healthcare insurance and if the new medical provider 
is in-network. Additionally, the parents will need to discuss payment for out-of-pocket 
medical expenses and give ample time to have all medical records sent to the new 
provider and notifications set up for both parents.

4. Notify the other parent as soon as you know you will be moving. Courts will not 
look favorably upon a parent who holds the information as leverage. Additionally, the 
more time you have to work things out, the better off you and your children will be.

5. The laws in each state vary, but typically, the court will retain jurisdiction of your 
child custody case for some time, generally until the child has resided in their 
new state for more than six months. So don’t think that just because you may move 
to a new state that you can immediately file for a change of custody in that new state, 
the law may not be in your favor, and you can be forced to come back before your 
matter would transfer.

If you are considering moving and have a custody schedule in place, please schedule a 
consultation with me to discuss how a move can impact custody.
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Mary Ellen Flynn, Esquire

Co-parenting with an ex is not always easy, but it’s certainly more difficult 
if your ex refuses to follow and comply with a Custody Order or a Custody 
Agreement.  Fortunately, you have legal options and remedies available.  
An ex can violate a custody arrangement in all different ways – whether it’s chronic lateness for 
exchanges, interference with virtual visitation, unauthorized decision-making, or something more 
serious, such as domestic violence or neglect of your child. This blog advises how best to handle 
the situation and the steps you can take when your ex doesn’t follow your custody arrangement.

If pleading with your ex to abide by the custody order doesn’t work or is not an option, then here is 
what you can do next:

Have An Attorney Send Your Ex a Letter
A letter from an attorney can go a long way. Your attorney will detail for your ex how they’ve 
specifically violated the custody order and the possible consequences if they continue. An 
attorney’s letter can encourage your ex to take your complaints more seriously since they will know 
that you know your rights and are prepared to take legal action if necessary.

What to Do When Your Ex Doesn’t Comply  
with the Custody Arrangement
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Attend Mediation or Use Collaborative Law Process
Mediation and the Collaborative Law Process offers you and your ex the opportunity to work out 
issues without having to go to court. At mediation, you and your ex will meet with a mediator – a 
neutral party is hired to guide negotiations and help you two work towards a resolution. You can 
attend unrepresented or with an attorney, who would be there to advise you of your custody 
rights, consult on the pros and cons of a new agreement.  In the Collaborative Law Process, you 
and your lawyer will meet with your Ex and their Lawyer to resolve the ongoing custody issues.  
Once there is a written agreement, you can submit it to the court to make it a Court Order.

File a Contempt Action  
If you have a custody arrangement that is part of a court order, you can file for contempt of court. 
A contempt action is how you tell the court: “My ex is not abiding by the custody arrangement you 
ordered, and I need the Court to enforce its terms.” If the court finds that your ex willfully violated 
the order, the court can order a range of remedies depending on the circumstances. For example, 
if your ex withheld your child from spending spring break with you, you might request a week of 
“make-up visitation.” The court can also impose sanctions such as your Ex paying your attorney’s 
fees, and can make changes to the custody arrangement to help resolve the issue going forward.

Change or Create a Custody Order  
Your ex’s violations may be due to a material change of circumstances since your last custody 
order (a parent moved, the child’s needs have changed drastically, etc.), in which case you can file 
to modify the custody arrangement as needed. On the other hand, if you and your ex do not yet 
have a custody order, then take your ex’s violations as a sign that it’s time to get one. A family law 
attorney can help you secure a custody order so that you can access all of the court’s enforcement 
powers detailed above.

Universal Tips – In all cases, it is essential to remember the following:
Be organized. I recommend starting a list or otherwise keeping track of the details of your ex’s 
violations, including dates and times. Keep written communications and all related documents 
somewhere safe so you can easily access them and send them to your attorney.

Two wrongs do not make a right. Do not respond to your ex’s violations by violating the order or 
creating your own remedies (i.e., having “make-up visitation” without an agreement, withholding 
child support). You will weaken your complaints against your ex and arguments to the court to 
agree with you as the trusted co-parent.

Remember, it’s all about the kids. When it comes to custody, the court’s decisions are most 
focused on the children’s best interests. Although it is not always easy, keep this in mind when it 
comes to dealing with your ex, especially in how you talk to them or about them in front of the child.

To learn more about your options and find the best course of action, you can contact us.
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By Nelson Garcia, Esquire

Although losing custody of your child is a heart-wrenching experience, keep 
in mind that child custody is always modifiable. From the moment of that loss, 
you should strive to build your case for regaining custody by showing the 
court you have met the two main legal requirements of (1) Material Change in 
Circumstances and (2) Best Interest of the Child.

Ways to Regain Your Child Custody Rights
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Material Change in Circumstances
This means you must show that there has been a substantial change in circumstances affecting the 
welfare of the children since the last court order regarding custody. This is the first step you must 
comply with to “open the door” for the court to hear your case for modification of custody. In other 
words, if you fail to convince the court such a change has occurred, your case for modification of the 
existing order will not go forward.

In evaluating how to present this part of your case, you must carefully consider the reasons why 
custody was taken from you. A judge should be very clear as to why that occurred. Focusing on 
these reasons will help you better prepare or build your case, such as putting measures in place to 
show the court that you have made the necessary adjustments and improvements in your life to win 
back or gain more custody of your children.

For example, if the court has placed any stipulations on your ability to recover custody, go 
ahead and take steps toward completing those demands. Do not argue over their validity. Fast, 
thorough compliance will reflect favorably on you in front of the court, especially for a showing 
of “material changes.”

If your loss of custody was because of a claim of child abuse or neglect, in which the children 
are in the custody of Child Protective Services and placed with another family member or an 
unrelated/third party, you will need to show strict compliance with the conditions set by the court. 
For example, are you required to seek counseling, drug or alcohol treatment, or attend parenting 
classes? Strict compliance with these programs is critical.

Also, make sure that you fully comply with the visitation/parenting time provided to you. Do nothing 
to aggravate the situation, and make every effort to be polite and courteous when picking your kids 
up for visits.

Pay close attention to the actions of the new primary custodian towards the children and for his/her 
compliance with the terms of custody. The following are just a few reasons that a Maryland court 
may consider modifying an existing child custody order:

• The emotional or physical stability of a parent with custody changes drastically, such as by 
evidence of:
- Abuse of drugs or alcohol
- Failure to allow visitation with the other parent as per the custody order
- Physical abuse (if you believe your child is being abused physically or sexually, it is essential 

to call the police and make a report to the Department of Social Services)
• Substantial emotional instability of the child
• Custodial parent leaves the children with family members or other third parties for substantial 

amounts of time during his/her custodial time, especially if for no apparent necessity. (Note that 
if the children are left with you for such times, such could not only be used as a material change 
but as an admission by that party that you are a fit and proper person to have custody.)
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• The children are underachieving academically as compared to when they lived with you, or they 
are suffering medically (including dental health), and your former spouse/partner has failed to 
attend to these issues in a meaningful way.

• Parent relocation (if a parent has relocated or has provided notice of plans for relocation 
requiring child to change schools, reduce time with other parent, siblings, etc.).

Best Interest of the Child
If you establish a material change in circumstances, you must then present convincing evidence 
to the court that it is now in your children’s best interest for you to have custody. That is, you must 
prove to the court that you and your home are now the better place for your children.

Pursuant to §8-103 of the Family Law Article, 
Maryland courts are vested with the power 
to modify any child custody agreement 
concerning the “care, custody, education 
or support of any minor child . . . if the 
modification would be in the best interests of 
the child.”

The burden of proof standard for determining 
the best interests of the children in a child 
custody modification case is preponderance of 
the evidence (just enough to tilt the scale).

Once you’ve begun to work with a lawyer and 
you’ve begun to complete any steps the court 
has required, ask the judge for an in-home 
child custody evaluation. This will provide the 
courts with an up-to-date assessment of your 
home, which could help you win back custody.

Consider alternative arrangements. You may 
have wanted full custody originally, but now 
that you’ve lost custody, ask yourself whether 
you would consider agreeing to shared 
custody. If that’s an option for you, work with 
your ex (or whoever you would be sharing 
custody with) to explore that possibility.

The Bottom Line
Losing custody doesn’t have to be permanent. Many people have won their custody rights back. It’s 
not easy, though. If this happens to you, know that there are steps you can take to have the decision 
reversed and win back custody of your children. In addition, an attorney who has great experience 
in advising clients in and litigating custody cases will greatly help steer you in the right direction 
and prepare and present your case in court when that time comes. Please reach out if you need 
assistance, including compassionate legal guidance regarding a custody or divorce matter.
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